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Magnetic field assisted assembly is used to fabricate aligned single nanowire mesh-like nanostructured films. Inhomogeneous magnetic field is applied to translocate high aspect ratio silver nanowires from suspensions to the surface of solid supports. The tangential component of the magnetic field vector is rotated in two consecutive steps to arrange the rectangular mesh-like structure of orthogonally oriented nanowires with minimal fractions of loops and bent structures. This work demonstrates highly ordered nanowire films with superior properties to randomly deposited structures- specifically one order of magnitude greater conductivity and more than ten percent higher transparency. This method is simple, scalable and can be used for the directed assembly of magnetic and nonmagnetic highly ordered, percolated structures.

1. Introduction

Anisotropic materials are in high demand for applications where a specific structural alignment is superior to randomly organized structures. Examples include, mechanical properties of fiber reinforced composites,1–3 thermo4 and electro5 conductive materials, and optical materials,6,7 to name a few. Structural alignment that is easily approachable at a macroscopic level becomes much more complicated on a nano-scale level due to destructive actions of particle–particle interactions and thermal fluctuations. A promising method to improve alignment is the application of external fields, i.e. electric and magnetic fields. Electrophoresis and magnetophoresis methods are well known and find broad applications in industry for coatings made of colloidal particles. However, the potential of those methods are not yet fully recognized for alignment of nanostructures. Progress was made in the development of scalable field directed assembly methods8–11 for the generation of nanostructured anisotropic materials. Field-directed assembly of nanoparticulates12 uses field-induced polarization and strong dipole–dipole interactions to guide particle assembly into desired configurations.13 The method of magnetophoretic assembly has been successfully applied for building nanostructured materials with enhanced properties: superhydrophobic structures,14 aligned carbon nanotubes composites,15–18 and magnetically controllable photonic crystals.19 It was shown that anisotropic coatings could be deposited and realigned using the remotely controlled magnetic forces experienced by nanoparticulates.20–23 Kinetics of magnetophoresis depends on the size of particulates. Magnetic forces acting on nanoparticles with a diameter below 10 nm in the inhomogeneous magnetic field in vicinity of a 1 T magnet, are weak to compete with Brownian motion. However, alignment and assembly of particles in chain-like structures results in substantial amplification of the response of magnetic assemblies to inhomogeneous magnetic fields.24,25 This simple approach of assembling magnetic particles into linear aggregates, or deposition of magnetic nanoparticles on the surface of non-magnetic nanostructures, becomes a powerful tool to control transport and alignment of nanostructures in magnetic fields generated by ordinary permanent magnets.

The successful attempts mentioned above call for further development of new approaches for field-assisted assembly of nanostructured building blocks into functional materials and devices. An example of such nanostructured materials are flexible, transparent conductors assembled using metal nanowires that have numerous applications. Transparent, solid and flexible conductors with a sheet resistance ranging from 10 Ω sq−1 to 106 Ω sq−1 and transparency ≥90% find various applications in electronic devices for antistatic coatings (at 106 Ω sq−1), touch screens (at 400–1000 Ω sq−1), OLEDs and solar cells electrodes (at ≤10 Ω sq−1).26 Transparent conductors made of silver nanowire networks possess unique and superior properties such as mechanical flexibility, optoelectronic performance, and chemical stability.26–31 Traditionally, conductive coatings are fabricated by deposition of silver nanowires via Mayer rod coating method,28 spray coating,32,33 vacuum filtration coating on membranes,34 and electrosprining.27
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Although high-quality coatings are provided, traditional methods result in random deposition of the conductive high aspect ratio particulates.

Randomly generated, percolating conducting structures are not optimal in terms of combining the highest transparency and the highest conductivity. Some fraction of randomly deposited conductors are not a part of the electric circuit because of defects in electrical contacts, i.e., dangling ends and loops that are found with nanoelectrical atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging (see Fig. S1, ESI†). Such defects in the material do not contribute to conductivity but negatively affects transparency. Alignment of conductive nanowires to generate an anisotropic percolated network with fewer defects could substantially improve electrical and optical properties of the coatings. Hong et al.\textsuperscript{35} fabricated square grids of silver nanowires by laser sintering metal nanoparticle ink. They demonstrated that networks with well-defined structure possess superior properties. However, the method is limited to silver lines a few micrometers in width and about 100 nm in height. Improvements to optical and electrical properties of transparent electrodes could be approached by reducing dimensions of the conductive regular grids.\textsuperscript{36} Various approaches were explored for alignment of gold and silver nanowires in thin films and bulk materials including Langmuir–Blodgett method,\textsuperscript{37–40} deposition on micropatterned silicon,\textsuperscript{41} electric field,\textsuperscript{42} linear λ-DNA templates,\textsuperscript{44} chemical amidation reaction on Si(100) surface\textsuperscript{45} and electrochemical deposition methods.\textsuperscript{46,47}

2. Results and discussion

The goal of this work is to develop scalable magnetic field directed assembly of conductive nanowires for generation of aligned conductive networks that could be applied on relatively large (macroscopic) surface areas. In our approach, non-magnetic silver nanowires are decorated with sacrificial magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles. Polyethyleneimine (PEI) is used to “glue” iron oxide superparamagnetic nanoparticles to silver nanowires through electrostatic and van der Waals interactions (Fig. 1a, d and g). A magnetic field gradient is used to deposit nanowires on the surface of a transparent substrate (glass or plastic) (Fig. 1b, c, e and f). It is noteworthy that solvent and substrates have no substantial effect if the particle dispersion is stable during deposition. The experiments demonstrated an optimal weight ratio of nanowires to magnetic nanoparticles ranging from 1 : 1 and 2 : 1. In that range of particle ratios, silver nanowires are decorated by adsorbed superparamagnetic particles and form composite magnetic nanowires. A deviation from this ratio results in slow deposition kinetics and aggregation of the particle dispersions.

In the experiments, a glass slide or a transparent plastic film is placed in a container filled with a diluted dispersion of silver nanowires decorated with magnetic particles in ethanol or water. A permanent magnet is placed under the substrate outside the container (see setup in Fig. S2, ESI†). The position of the magnet is adjusted to optimize an appropriate combination of the strong tangential (\(B_x\)) and weak normal (\(B_z\)) components of the magnetic field vector. During deposition, the tangential component of the magnetic field is constant in the plane parallel to the sample within the area of the sample. \(B_x\) created magnetic torque on the nanowires that aligns them along the \(X\)-direction (in the plane of the transparent substrate). The gradient of the magnetic field in vertical \(Z\)-direction is 10.7 T m\(^{-1}\). The gradient of the magnetic field generates the force which drives composite magnetic nanowires to the surface of the glass slide (Fig. 1b, e, c, and f; Fig. S3, ESI†). If the tangential component was weak, unaligned mesh structures were deposited (Fig. S4, ESI†). Following the complete deposition of silver nanowires and removal of the supernatant, a small amount of surfactant was added to reduce capillary force effects, and the sample was dried in the magnetic field.

A regular grid of nanowires was fabricated in two consecutive steps. After deposition of the first layer of silver nanowires, the sample was dried and placed in a container with a fresh dispersion of nanowires. The horizontal component of the magnetic field vector was rotated 90° and the second layer of nanowires was adsorbed on the surface (Fig. 1c and f). Once the coating was dried, it became stable to changes in field directions even when immersed in a liquid. Optical properties of the deposited conductive network were improved by etching the iron oxide particles with oxalic acid solution\textsuperscript{48} (Fig. 1h and j). Further improvement of film conductivity was achieved by annealing at 150–200 °C for 20–30 min to fuse silver junctions.\textsuperscript{49,50} Fusing enhances flexibility and mechanical stability of networks so that the structures can be used on flexible substrates or transferred onto other substrates\textsuperscript{2,51–53} (see Fig. S5, ESI†).

Conductive and optical properties of silver nanowire films depend dramatically on the size of the nanowires. The experimental results were collected using the same stock sample of silver nanowires for the characterization of the aligned network \textit{versus} a random network. Characteristics of the obtained transparent conductors are summarized in Fig. 2.

The results for the aligned structures were compared with control samples of the conductive coatings prepared using a random deposition as described by De et al.\textsuperscript{34} Alignment of silver nanowires in networks (Fig. 2c) was characterized by measuring the orientation of more than 100 different nanowires in terms of angular coordinates using SEM and AFM images with image analysis software (ImageJ). The angular coordinates for unaligned samples were randomly distributed, while aligned networks clearly demonstrated preferential orientation in direction of the tangential magnetic field component. Regular grid samples demonstrated the orientation of wires along the two orthogonal vectors of tangential magnetic field components in each deposition step, respectively. The aligned nanowire meshes demonstrate superior properties in comparison to random structures (Fig. 2b). For example, the sheet resistance of 100 Ω sq\(^{-1}\) resulted in 87% transparency of
the aligned coating, whereas, the random coating leads to 72% transparency. Furthermore, for an equal transparency of 72%, the aligned network has a sheet resistance of only 10 Ω sq⁻¹.

Transmittance $T(\lambda)$ of the aligned silver nanowire networks measured in the visible spectral range show a linear dependence of $T(\lambda)$ on the nanowire density (Fig. 2d). The best transmittance achieved is greater than 90%. Quality of transparent electrodes can be quantitatively estimated using the figure of merit of transparent electrodes:

$$T(\lambda) = \left(1 + \frac{188.5 \sigma_{\text{op}}(\lambda)}{R_{\text{sh}} \sigma_{\text{dc}}} \right)^{-2}$$

where $\sigma_{\text{dc}}$ is the dc conductivity, and $\sigma_{\text{op}}$ is the optical conductivity.

The ratio $\sigma_{\text{dc}}/\sigma_{\text{op}}$ is a figure of merit obtained by fitting the experimental data (Fig. 2b). The obtained $T$ values of 93 and 13 for aligned and random networks, respectively, demonstrate substantial advantage of the aligned structures. Sheet resistance (Fig. 2a) and visible range transmittance (Fig. 2b) as a function of nanowire concentration in the coatings can be discussed using the percolation theory of metal-insulator heterogeneous system. Electric current in a metallic percolation cluster is approached when the metallic phase density on the surface ($N$) approaches the percolation threshold ($N_c$). At $N < N_c$, the infinite cluster breaks down into finite fragments and probability of percolation rapidly drops. An optimal conductivity to transparency ratio could be achieved by minimizing the percolation concentration. The percolation theory predicts the conductivity ($\sigma$) dependence as $\sigma \propto (N - N_c)^t$, where $t$ is the critical conductivity exponent. For the sheet resistance of the coatings ($R_{\text{sh}}$), and the silver nanowire concentration (density) on the surface $\rho$ in units of mg m⁻², the equation transforms to $R_{\text{sh}} \propto (\rho - \rho_c)^{-t}$. The sheet resistance measurements (Fig. 2a) show that the percolation concentration for aligned networks deposited by magnetophoresis and the control random sample occurs at about 12 mg m⁻² and 20 mg m⁻², respectively (see ESI†). Using the estimated percolation densities, the experimental data were fitted as shown in Fig. 2a and in the inset. The obtained critical exponents $t = 2$ and 2.7 for randomly deposited and aligned wires exceed the percolation theory exponents 1.33 and 2 for 2D and 3D structures, respectively.
deviation could be attributed to the defects in alignment and two types of resistance along the silver nanowires and across wire–wire junctions.28,55–57 The defects in alignment are due to the very high aspect ratio of 250 of the silver nanowires which results in bending at the surface deposition stage. Some scattering of angles between orthogonally oriented nanowires could affect the film conductivity. The mesh-like thin films are a few fiber monolayers thick when some fraction of 3D-structures could contribute to the film conductivity. The latter two specific structural aspects are not considered in the 2D percolation network approach. Obviously, the aspect ratio and angles between deposited wires should be optimized to approach the best conductance and optical performance. Doubtless, modelling of electrical conductivity of aligned nanowire meshes at different angles between wires vs. randomly deposited 2D and 3D thin films would be very helpful to explain the obtained experimental results.

The scalability of the method is demonstrated in the large area of the coating (Fig. 3). SEM images (Fig. 3b–e) taken in

Fig. 2   Transparency and sheet resistance of the aligned vs. random electrodes: (a) sheet resistance vs. silver nanowires density. The solid lines are power function fits. The inset shows the data with linear fits ($k$ is the line slope). (b) Sheet resistance vs. transmittance at 550 nm wavelength. The inset graph shows transmittance vs. sheet resistance and the fitted figure of merit. (c) Distribution of nanowires orientation on the substrate: randomly deposited (yellow), aligned in one (blue) and two (red) directions. Statistics were collected by measuring alignments of 80–120 wires for each sample from SEM and AFM images. (d) Transmittance of aligned silver nanowire networks at 550 nm as a function of nanowire density. (e) Visible spectra of aligned nanowire networks on glass substrates for different nanowire densities.

Fig. 3   (a) Optical image of the glass slide with deposited silver wires network after etching of the magnetite nanoparticles. (b–e) Density of wires is quite uniform over large areas as shown on SEM images: b – 70 mg m$^{-2}$, c – 90 mg m$^{-2}$, d and e – 110 mg m$^{-2}$. 
different spots show coverage of $90 \pm 20$ mg m$^{-2}$ on the glass slide with dimensions of $1 \times 2$ inches (Fig. 3b). The absolute values of transparency and conductivity depend on the nanowire dimensions, aspect ratio and electrical properties of the conductive material. A screening of commercial samples of nanowires of various dimensions is beyond the scope of this project. In this work, we aimed to demonstrate advantages of the field-directed deposition method for aligned nanostructured coatings vs. random deposition.

3. Conclusions

In summary, the magnetic field assisted deposition of charge conducting nanowires substantially improves properties of transparent conductive films. Due to the alignment of nanowires in a magnetic field, the highly-ordered networks are achieved with a two-step deposition process. The achieved coatings improved conductivity and transparency characteristics in comparison those obtained by random deposition. The proposed method is simple, scalable, insensitive to solvents, and allows cost-effective fabrication of transparent electrodes.

4. Experimental section

4.1 Materials and methods

Silver nanowire networks fabrication. Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (13 ± 4 nm in diameter, measured with dynamic light scattering, DLS) were synthesized by a coprecipitation method described elsewhere. The nanoparticles were functionalized by adsorption of PEI and then washed and dispersed in a solvent (water or ethanol) at concentration of 0.1 g L$^{-1}$. Zeta potential of the PEI functionalized nanoparticles was +40 mV at pH6. The silver nanowires with diameter of 90 ± 20 nm and average length of 25 µm, provided by Blue Nano, Charlotte, NC were dispersed in water or ethanol at concentration of 0.1 g L$^{-1}$. The samples were functionalized by adsorption of PEI and then washed and dispersed in a solvent (water or ethanol) at concentration of 0.1 g L$^{-1}$. Zeta potential of silver nanowires dispersed in water was −40 mV at pH6. Nanoparticles size and zeta potential of nanoparticles and nanowires were measured by Malvern Zetasizer Nano (see Fig. S6, ESI†). The dispersions for deposition were prepared by mixing stock 0.1 g L$^{-1}$ dispersions of nanowires and nanoparticles in ratios 1 : 1 or 2 : 1, and subsequently diluting with the solvents to 0.002–0.02 g L$^{-1}$ range of total solid phase concentrations ((0.2–2) × 10$^{-5}$ by volume fraction).

A glass substrate was placed into a cuvette and covered with 0.5–4 mL of dispersion (see Fig. S2, ESI†). A permanent magnet (NdFeB, Grade N42 by K&J Magnetics, Pipersville, PA) was placed underneath the sample and outside the cuvette. The exact placement of the magnet is very important. The optimal placement of the magnet was experimentally adjusted in a series of experiments. The wires were typically deposited in a few minutes (see Fig. S7, ESI† for deposition kinetics) and the dispersions turned clear. Density of silver nanowires on the surface of the glass slide was calculated assuming all nanowires from the mixture were deposited onto the substrate. The remaining supernatant was extracted with a syringe, and the sample was dried at ambient conditions. When depositing from water, 25 µL of 0.25% surfactant solution (sodium dodecyl sulfate) was added to the supernatant to lower its surface tension for the drying step. Iron oxide nanoparticle were etched in a 100 mM oxalic acid and 0.6 mM FeCl$_3$ aqueous solution at pH 2.5 (Fig. 1g nanowires before etching and Fig. 1h and Fig. S5c† after etching). The samples were rinsed four times with deionized water and gently dried under argon flow. Finally, the coatings were annealed in an oven at 150–200 °C for 20–30 minutes.

The control samples were prepared by the deposition of silver nanowires from 0.01–0.02 mg mL$^{-1}$ dispersions in ethanol on AAO membrane with pore diameter 200 nm using a syringe filtration setup. After drying the silver nanowire networks were transferred to a glass substrate coated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The coatings were annealed at the same conditions as the magnetically deposited samples.

4.2 Optical and electrical characterization.

Sheet resistance measurements were performed using a home built four point probe assembly using a Keithley power supply, digital multiohmometer, and C4S-54/5S four-point probe at 3–4 different locations on the sample. Transmittance measurements were carried with the Shimadzu UV-2401 UV-vis spectrometer using a clean glass slide as a reference.

4.3 Sample imaging.

TEM images were acquired with FEI Tecnai 20, operated at 200 kV (FEI Co., Eindhoven, Netherlands). SEM images acquired with FEI Inspact F field emission gun SEM operated at 10–20 kV. Samples were imaged in air with Bruker Dimension Icon Atomic Force Microscope using ScanAssyst-Air probes (0.4 N m$^{-1}$ spring constant) in Peak Force QNM mode. Images were processed by subtracting the background and correcting lines with Gwyddion software. Alignment of wires was characterized using SEM images analyzed with ImageJ software. Statistics for aligned nanowires was collected based on analysis of at least 100 nanowires for each direction.
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